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 FLYING LESSONS for  

July 7, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

I apologize to FLYING LESSONS readers, and especially my sponsors and individual supporters, for having to miss 
sending a report last week. I led a major flight instructor event the previous weekend (when I usually map out FLW), and 
then had weather delays on the flight home that serve as the basis for this week’s LESSONS. Thanks for your patience. 
See: 
https://mastery-flight-training.com/flying-lessons-supporters/  
https://www.bonanza.org/magazine/archive/2022/april-2022/beechcraft--instructor-crosstalk/  

This week’s LESSONS: 
After teaching and leading discussion at a weekend gathering of type-specific flight 
instructors at Tullahoma, Tennessee (KTHA), it was time to fly home to Wichita. The flight out had 
included some very light IFR, but the trip home promised more of a challenge—thunderstorms 
were rising, falling and just plan stagnating across a stationary front that surged hot Southern 
moisture into hot summer Northern high pressure. The conflicting air masses, although not much 
different in temperature, were different enough in dew point that the result was similar to a strong 
cold front. In fact, several of the program’s participants left early in anticipation of storms 

expected to reach the 
KTHA area by about 4 
pm. 
Not the image from that 
morning, but similar to what I 
saw that day. 

A straight shot was 
about 550 nautical miles, 

three and a half hours in my employer’s A36 Bonanza. But even with a 1 pm departure we 
couldn’t go in a straight line. North and northwest were blocked by persistent thunderstorms, 
sometimes heavy. The end of the thunderstorm line, however, was barely north of the Memphis, 
Tennessee airport (KMEM). Head 269° --fly west, although it appears southwest on a chart—for 
185 miles, then turn direct to Wichita, and it should work. It looks like a big detour on paper (or 
electrons) but it only added nine minutes to the estimated time enroute. 

I briefed my nonpilot passenger, whom I’ve not flown with before this trip but who has 
traveled in light airplanes many times, that we’d parallel the line of storms until passing Memphis 
before turning straight toward home. I also advised her about my usual thunderstorm strategy: 
except for very quick pokes through benign clouds if I can’t stay visual to avoid the storms I 
don’t try it, and my strategy for dealing with any weather hazard, stating aloud if things get 
worse than expected I will turn (direction) toward immediately improving weather. In this case 
my solid-gold out was to “turn left” toward the south. 

Departing under high clouds we were cleared “as filed,” to a VOR just southeast of 
KMEM then direct to KICT. The clouds to our right looked dark but three panel screens, my 
portable Garmin 796 and my iPad all showed ADS-B and (on the 796) Sirius XM weather plots 
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30-40 miles to our north. I watched the update times on each device closely and noticed that 
none of the cells were moving much. Curiously, though, the tag-end of the line, over Memphis, 
was only getting bigger and stronger while also hovering in place. And a single cell began to grow 
just ahead and on our right. Worse, although they were not forecast, a lot of little cells were 
popping up west, southwest and northwest of Memphis. They were widely scattered with lots of 
room in between, but they were still troubling because they were not part of what my briefing led 
me to expect. I recall reiterating aloud to my passenger (and myself) that my “out” was simply 
to turn left. 

I saw another cell forming too close to my courseline for safety and comfort, and began looking 
at the IFR chart function on my iPad to pick out a revised route. Another personal rule: I prefer to 
request a new weather-avoidance route over specific waypoints rather than to just 
“deviate” left or right of course. It’s in part for controllers’ convenience, but mainly for my own 
situational awareness. It’s too easy to have just a “general idea” of where you are and where 
you’re going (even with moving maps) if you deviate more than just the width of a single cloud left 
or right.  

As I was looking the controller gave me a head’s up about “moderate, occasionally severe” 
precipitation at my 12 o’clock and 30 miles (I was watching it explode also). Without me asking, 
he told me “deviations left and right of course approved.” A lot of airplanes were playing aerial 
Pong out there, weaving around in the general direction of their cleared routes. I was still in clear 
air, but wanted to be in clearer air maybe 20 or 30 miles south of where we were currently. It was 
that turn left thing and all. I asked for and received clearance via the Marvell VOR (UJM), 
southwest of Memphis. From there I would have to head west before turning direct toward 
Wichita, but for the time being I entered UJM on my GPS’ flight plan page and turned to follow the 
new magenta line. 

Compounding my workload was that the company ship’s five-year old, top-of-the-line 
autopilot was inoperative (again), having hard-failed its preflight 
self-test before the flight down as well as this flight toward home 
(nothing a new pitch servo and $3600 didn’t fix after I got back to 
Wichita). I’d let my passenger have about 20 minutes of stick time 
on the way to Tennessee a couple of days before, so in the spirit of 
“all available resources” I asked if she’d like to help fly for a few 
minutes. I’d watch her very closely, of course, but I’d be just a little 
freer to look at the weather uplinks and a way around the growing 
mess.  

The first thing I did was to expand the view westward. Arkansas was a dandelion field—
green blotches with big yellow centers. Some of the centers were red, or magenta, or even that 
weird purple-white of the nastiest stuff (depending on the color-versus-decibel-level scale used by 
the device and software you’re using—the colors of risk are not consistent from one provider or 
product to another). Like my front lawn in springtime, the dandelions were taking over.  

I told my passenger, “We’re going to land at Tupelo. I’d like some time to look at the big 
weather picture while I’m on the ground and not flying directly toward it. We’ll land and I’ll 
take a look, then decide what we can do.”  

Tupelo, Mississippi has a tower-controlled airport. It was about 30 miles directly off my left 
wing—in the direction of “out.” I called Center and advised I wished to divert to Tupelo. “Are you 
going to terminate there?” she replied, and I answered affirmatively. It was then that something 
happened that prompts the LESSON I’d like you to take from this week’s report. 

The pitch of the controller’s voice seemed to increase half an octave. I had already 
tuned the Tupelo ATIS in my #2 radio and was just about to punch the button to listen when she 
rattled off the information. I appreciated the help but the frequency was busy and it was as if she 
thought I didn’t have time to do it myself. “Let me know when you’re in visual conditions,” she 
added—I told her I was VMC (in visual meteorological conditions). Southbound there wasn’t a 
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cloud between me and the horizon and although I didn’t have the airport itself in sight in the 
southern haze, it was only a matter of time. “Will you need the ILS approach at Tupelo?” she 
asked. “I’ll take the visual,” I responded, and then 
reported the airport in sight. I was handed off to 
tower, received my landing clearance, and landed. 
My abortive flight to Tupelo. The image makes it look as if I got 

closer to the isolated storms than I did, because I snapped the 
screen shot after I landed and the cells had drifted further 

south. 

I truly appreciate all the attention the controller 
gave me, and all the help she offered. I almost 
expected her to ask me, though, for the number of 
souls on board and the amount of fuel I had 
remaining. In other words, I think the controller 
thought I was in some sort of emergency (or at least 
near-emergency) situation. The truth is that although I had flown through wisps of several clouds 
on the one hour, 33 minute flight, I had not flown sole by reference to instruments enough to even 
log one-tenth of an hour of “actual” IFR time. Reflecting on the events afterward I was a little 
puzzled by the controller’s response when it occurred to me: perhaps the controller behaved as 
she did because many times a pilot doesn’t decide to divert and land nearby until it is an 
emergency, or close to it.  

My friends in the Cirrus community made great strides in type-specific safety with the mantra 
(about the full-airplane parachute) “pull early, pull often.” This somewhat tongue-in-cheek saying 
is a way of emphasizing that when circumstances require deploying the parachute that the pilot 
must not delay making that decision (critics believe the training calls for deploying the ‘chute in 
cases when the airplane might be recovered otherwise, but I’ve taken Cirrus training and that’s 
not what they are saying at all).  

Adapting this idea to weather flying I propose this mantra: Deviate early, deviate often. 
Don’t wait until it’s too late before you change plans and set it down to reevaluate the weather 
picture. I am grateful the controller was so forthcoming with information and help without me even 
asking. But it would be better if we all fly conservatively enough that controllers might not have 
the perception that things were dire just because I asked for a diversion. Deviate early, deviate 
often. 

One more note: We waited on the ground at Tupelo for two hours as the storms over Arkansas 
continued to grow, and the Memphis cells drifted closer to us. I’d already decided I would make 
the go/no-go call no later than 5 pm, because departing later would have us arrive at Wichita at 
dusk and more importantly after my personal duty day limit. The Sunday afternoon crew at Tupelo 
Aviation Unlimited took great care of us, even loaning us a free crew car for the evening and 
refusing to accept payment for storing the Bonanza inside a hangar overnight as the storms 
drifted through. Thank you, Tupelo Aviation Unlimited! 
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

See https://pilotworkshop.com 
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Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Reader and flight instructor Brian Sagi writes about the June 24 LESSONS derived from the 
account of a Cirrus SR22 encounter with the turbulence created by a helicopter’s rotor: 

A couple of months ago I was having dinner with a pilot from Germany who described a similar accident to 
me. He was coming in for a landing in a piston aircraft at the same time that his friend was hovering his 
Robinson R22 helicopter over the runway numbers. This being an uncontrolled field, he called over the radio 
and asked his friend to move. Being unaware of the helicopter’s wake, my friend proceeded to land the 
airplane. A crash ensued with non-trivial injuries to my friend and his passengers, as well as a total loss of the 
aircraft. 

This made me think! Wake turbulence avoidance is an emphasis area for the FAA. However, the FAA 
materials generally focuses on awareness and avoidance of wake turbulence from large aircraft, and do 
not talk much about the hazards rotor wash presents.  

Since that dinner I started emphasizing the hazard of rotor wash when training students. At our home field 
of Montgomery-Gibbs Executive Airport in San Diego [California], the “mid-port” helipads are immediately 
adjacent to the taxiway paralleling the main runways. Helicopters come and go there frequently. 

Additionally, the US Navy trains MH-60 helicopter pilots in nearby Coronado, and it is common to see MH-
60s doing low approaches, taxiing, or hovering at local fields. We also talk about the differences between the 
propagation characteristics of wingtip vortices vs. the propagation characteristics of rotor wash.  

Thank you for emphasizing this very important area in your FLYING LESSON. 

Thank you, Brian. Shortly after posting the June 24 report I saw this video online, showing a 
January 2022 Cessna 120 crash as a result of encountering the wake turbulence from a UH-1 
helicopter. This is another illustration of the especially powerful wake turbulence of a helicopter 
close to the ground, what last time I called a “mechanical microburst.” Thanks for your Debrief 
comments, Brian, and for making this hazard a priority when teaching your students.   
See: 
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/2022.0623-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZLXMKMgnS8  

Reader and instructor Anthony Johnstone addresses the other side of that Cirrus accident report, 
frequency confusion: 

Re: the Cirrus/helicopter near miss, here is my mea culpa. About 20 years ago I was enroute from Winfield, 
Kansas to Kenora, Ontario [Canada] in a rented Cessna 172 with my son and a couple of his friends. We were 
heading for a second fuel stop in Bemidji, Minnesota on our last leg. I had been talking to Minneapolis 
Center for flight following, switched (I thought) to the BJI CTAF and made position calls. There were several 
aircraft around, I could hear them; [I] slid into position and landed without incident. Then I heard a guy say, 
“where’d that 172 come from?”   

I realized that I was still transmitting on MSP Center while listening to the CTAF. Pretty sure Center tried to 
tell me but I couldn’t hear them, and nobody on the CTAF knew I was there. 

LESSON: Make sure you are transmitting and listening on the right frequency. Multicom panels leave 
options for error. If you don’t get the response you expect, “Radio check” is a simple troubleshoot. 

Looking out the window is always a good option to not hit anybody! 
I see a lot of “comm confusion” among even experienced pilots (like Tony). The technique I’ve 
evolved is to always use the #1 radio for talking and the #2 radio for weather and as a 
backup. That way you never have to switch the transmit switch from one radio to another and are 
much less likely to transmit on the wrong frequency.  

True, you must still remember to switch frequencies when dialing in a new one. But sticking to 
one radio for transmission is one technique to prevent comm confusion. Thank you, Tony. 

More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
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See www.nafinet.org.  

 

Can you spare (less than) a minute? 
I’m part of an FAA/industry working group evaluating the reflection of safety culture in general 
aviation flying and especially looking at trends in social media and online videos. Another group 
member, Phil Dixon, is an FAA employee. His passion for flying safety goes beyond his job 
description alone, culminating in his series of 57 Seconds YouTube videos. As the name implies, 
each of these videos spends (exactly) 57 seconds on a precise topic of flying safety (minus the 
intro and outgo material, which extend each program to a little more than a minute apiece). Do 
you have (less than) a minute to be an even safer pilot? Watch Phil Dixon’s growing series of 57 
Seconds videos, brought to you by the FAA Safety Team. 
See 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5vHkqHi51DQdF_PXKQT7uJUPd4UzlxNS#:~:text=%E2%80%9C57%20Second
s%20to%20Safer%20Flying,fly%20or%20aeronautical%20decision%2Dmaking. 

 
Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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